The kinetics of the nucleation and growth of carbon nanotube and nanocone arrays on Ni catalyst nanoparticles on a silicon surface exposed to a low-temperature plasma are investigated numerically, using a complex model that includes surface diffusion and ion motion equations. It is found that the degree of ionization of the carbon flux strongly affects the kinetics of nanotube and nanocone nucleation on partially saturated catalyst patterns. The use of highly ionized carbon flux allows formation of a nanotube array with a very narrow height distribution of half-width 7 nm. Similar results are obtained for carbon nanocone arrays, with an even narrower height distribution, using a highly ionized carbon flux. As the deposition time increases, nanostructure arrays develop without widening the height distribution when the flux ionization degree is high, in contrast to the fairly broad nanostructure height distributions obtained when the degree of ionization is low.
I. INTRODUCTION
Arrays of vertically aligned carbon nanostructures ͑e.g., nanotubes, nanorods, and nanocones͒ on a conductive substrate are attractive for advanced technological applications such as gas sensors, 1 electron emitters, 2 and various nanoelectronic devices. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In most of these applications, high aspect ratio and vertically aligned nanostructures 9 can sustain a high electron current and strong electron field emission from the sharp tips, which often have a radius of curvature of several nanometers. [10] [11] [12] Such applications impose very strict requirements on the height uniformity of the carbon nanostructures throughout the entire array. Indeed, a nonuniform array that consists of nanostructures of different lengths cannot provide adequate emission parameters ͑e.g., current density and service lifetime͒ due to overload. For example, very high emission currents from the tallest nanostructures eventually result in their overheating and the subsequent degradation of the sharp emission tips. After burnout of the tallest nanostructures, those nanostructures that then become the highest will in turn be overloaded, and this process continues until the complete destruction of the entire array. It is apparent that the achievable emission current and service lifetime are reduced in this regime, and thus maximizing the height uniformity of the entire array of nanostructures is of paramount importance.
Height nonuniformity of a nanostructure array is mainly attributable to two factors: first the nonsimultaneous and uncorrelated nucleation and growth of individual nanostructures, and second the nonuniformity in growth as a consequence of disordered distribution of the nanostructures on the substrate surface. In this work we do not consider spatial disorder and concentrate on the first factor and, in particular, on the early stages of nanostructure formation.
The temporal nonuniformity of nanostructure formation is determined by the conditions of their nucleation. In this work, we consider one of the most popular techniques for nanostructure growth, namely, the catalytic process in which each vertically aligned nanostructure grows on a metal catalyst particle. Thus, the pattern of the nanostructure array replicates the catalyst pattern, which is prefabricated on the substrate surface. 13 The catalyst pattern can be formed by various methods, for example, by chemical vapor deposition of a metal film onto a substrate surface followed by fragmentation of the film into an array of surface-bound metal nanoparticles.
14 Most of these methods produce catalyst patterns with quite broad nanoparticle size distributions. Since the nucleation and growth of the nanostructures on catalyst nanoparticles require complete saturation of the metal catalyst ͑typically, Ni͒ with carbon, a finite saturation time ͑the catalyst incubation time͒ is required at the initial stage of nanostructure formation. During the incubation time, each catalyst nanoparticle is subject to a flux of carbon from the surface ͑the surface diffusion flux͒ and directly from the process environment ͑the spatial flux͒. The time required to reach saturation for each individual catalyst nanoparticle depends on various factors, the most important being the nanoparticle size ͑which determines the number of carbon atoms that have to be dissolved in the nanoparticle͒ and the total carbon flux to the nanoparticle. The total time required for saturation of the catalyst pattern is not important from the point of view of the height nonuniformity of the nanostructures. However, dispersion of individual saturation ͑incuba-tion͒ times may lead to nonsimultaneous nucleation of the nanostructures on catalyst nanoparticles, and thus to nonuniform growth. 15, 16 In a recent letter, we demonstrated that the use of a plasma, or atomic fluxes of a high degree of ionization, ensures more simultaneous saturation of the metal catalyst with carbon. 15 In this work we have significantly expanded the range of the nanostructures and physical effects considered by taking into consideration the nucleation and growth of the carbon nanotubes and nanocones on partially saturated metal catalyst nanoparticles. Specifically, we study the kinetics of metal catalyst saturation and the initial stages of carbon nanocone ͑CNC͒ and nanotube growth on catalyst nanoparticles in a low-temperature plasma that produces a carbon flux of varying degrees of ionization, with special attention paid to the difference in the saturation and growth kinetics caused by differences in the process parameters. A multiscale hybrid numerical simulation technique is used to show that the kinetics of carbon saturation of the Ni catalyst nanoparticles with mean size in the range of 1-5 nm strongly depend on the degree of the ionization of the carbon flux. It is also demonstrated that the use of highly ionized carbon fluxes results in the formation of arrays of carbon nanotubes and nanocones with significantly better height uniformity.
The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the model used for numerical simulation of catalyst saturation and nanostructure growth is described. In Sec. III we present the results obtained. Section IV is devoted to the interpretation and implications of the simulation results. The paper concludes with a summary of the results obtained and a brief outlook for future research.
II. MODEL
In the numerical simulations, we have adopted the following scenario for system behavior. We assumed that the growth of carbon nanostructures proceeds through seven main stages ͑see Fig. 1͒ . First, an initial pattern of ultrasmall ͑ϳ1 nm͒ metal catalyst nanoparticles is formed by deposition of a metal film on the substrate and subsequent fragmentation of the film. Second, the initial pattern evolves into a pattern with each catalyst nanoparticle of a size appropriate for nanostructure nucleation and growth ͑several nanometers͒. During these two initial stages, there is no carbon flux to the substrate surface. In the third stage, a carbon flux to the surface is provided to ensure saturation of the catalyst nanoparticles with carbon; in this stage, the carbon is predominantly deposited on the substrate surface between the metal nanoparticles, from where it can diffuse along the surface to the nanoparticles. During the next stage, the catalyst nanoparticles start to reach conditions suitable for nanostructure nucleation. In the fifth stage, nanostructures are nucleated on the saturated catalyst nanoparticles, and the other nanoparticles reach saturation; at this stage, the height nonuniformity is mainly established due to nonsimultaneous nucleation of nanostructures, which is in turn a consequence of nonsimultaneous nanoparticle saturation. By the end of the sixth stage, all catalyst nanoparticles are saturated with carbon and all nanostructures are formed. During the final stage, the nanostructures continue growing to the required height ͑or until catalyst poisoning occurs, depending on the specific process considered͒. In all but the first two growth stages, the balance of carbon fluxes on the catalyst/ nanostructure is critical ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ .
In this work we will consider mainly stages 4 to 6, i.e., catalyst saturation and initial growth of nanostructures. The process of formation of the catalyst pattern and the growth of high aspect ratio nanostructures are not considered here. In our numerical experiments, we consider a system consisting of a biased substrate with the metal catalyst particles and growing nanostructures, immersed in a low-temperature plasma environment. A low-temperature plasma 17, 18 of suitable characteristics can be produced, e.g., by inductive 19 and capacitive 20 rf discharges, 21 cathodic 22 and anodic 23, 24 vacuum arcs, and microwave discharges. 25 The plasma parameters, together with other simulation parameters, are listed in Table I .
The main processes on the surface and in the gas phase are shown schematically in Fig. 2 . We consider the deposition of the carbon ion flux onto the substrate, catalyst par-FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Balance of carbon fluxes on surface-bound catalyst nanoparticles/carbon nanostructures and ͑b͒ the seven main stages of the formation of the carbon nanostructure pattern on the surface: ͑1͒ nucleation of metal catalyst nanoparticles on the surface ͑formation of the initial catalyst pattern͒, ͑2͒ growth of metal catalyst nanoparticles on the substrate surface, ͑3͒ carbon supply to the surface, formation of carbon fluxes on the substrate surface between the catalyst nanoparticles, initial saturation of metal catalyst nanoparticles with carbon, ͑4͒ formation of carbon-saturated metal nanoparticles, ͑5͒ nucleation of carbon nanostructures on the carbonsaturated metal catalyst particles, ͑6͒ growth of nanostructures nanocones on the carbon-saturated metal catalyst particles due to carbon influx through Ni, and ͑7͒ vertical growth due to carbon influx through Ni and carbon removal due to sputtering. The case of carbon nanotube growth is illustrated. This scenario is also applicable to CNCs and some other vertically aligned carbon nanostructures. 26 e is the electron charge, e 0 is the dielectric constant of the vacuum, and n p is the electron density in the plasma. Calculation of ion trajectories by the Monte Carlo technique provides the distribution of carbon flux onto the substrate surface and the surfaces of nanostructures Y i.p ͑x , y͒; the details of the simulations are described elsewhere. 27, 28 The surface processes ͑carbon diffusion between catalyst nanoparticles͒ were simulated with the help of a model based on the surface diffusion equation
where
is the surface diffusion activation energy, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the surface temperature, a is the lattice constant of the substrate, is the surface density of carbon adatoms, ⌿ ↓ is the external flux of atoms and ions to the substrate surface, ⌿ ↑ is the evaporation flux from the substrate surface, ⌿ CAT is the adatom flux to the catalyst nanoparticles on the surface, and denotes the time derivative of .
The external flux of atoms and ions to the substrate surface ⌿ ↓ is calculated from the model, described above, of ion motion in the microscopic electric field in the vicinity of the nanostructures. The evaporation flux ⌿ ↑ can be calculated using the relation ⌿ ↑ = 0 exp͑− a / kT͒, where a is the energy of atom evaporation from the substrate surface to the vapor, 0 =2kT / h is the frequency of lattice atom oscillations, h is the Planck's constant, = S / a 2 is the number of atom sites on the substrate area, and S is the total substrate area.
The total flux of adsorbed carbon atoms at the border of an individual (ith͒ catalyst nanoparticle can be calculated from
where r i is the radius of the ith metal catalyst nanoparticle, m a is the adatom mass, and is the density of carbon material. Here the derivative ‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬r is to be taken at the border of the catalyst nanoparticle. The surface diffusion Eq. ͑1͒ was numerically solved to calculate the carbon adatom fluxes and then the total flux of carbon to the borders of each catalyst nanoparticle. We then calculated the time required for each nanoparticle to become saturated ͑the catalyst incubation time͒ by dividing the number of carbon atoms dissolved in the nanoparticle at saturation by the total carbon flux to the nanoparticle. Finally, the total number of saturated catalyst nanoparticles in the pattern was calculated. This technique was described in detail elsewhere. 2 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Schematic of the main plasma and surface processes taken into account in the simulation of the formation of the nanostructure array and ͑b͒ the pattern of metal catalyst nanoparticles used as a basis for simulation of the growth of carbon nanostructures. Carbon is deposited from the plasma onto the substrate surface, metal catalyst particles, and directly onto the nanostructure surface. Surface diffusion of carbon atoms about the substrate surface and through the metal catalyst particles determines the nanostructure growth. The simulation domain size is 1000 ϫ 1000 nm 2 and the mean catalyst nanoparticle radius is 2 nm.
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supply of carbon to the catalyst, the nucleated nanostructures grow by changing their size and shape, depending on the specific nanostructure. We have considered here the nucleation and growth of two types of nanostructures, namely, single-walled carbon nanotubes ͑SWCNTs͒ and CNCs. We have assumed that the SWCNTs have a radius of 1 nm, independent of their length and of the catalyst nanoparticle radius, as confirmed by numerous experiments. 4 We have further assumed that the CNCs grow by increasing their base radius until the catalyst nanoparticle is fully covered; after this, the CNCs develop by increasing the height, i.e., by decreasing the apex angle. Thus, the equation for the length of the ith SWCNT is l i.nt = t͑ i + i.p + i.a ͒ / ͑2r i ͒, and the equation for the length of the ith CNC is l i.nc =3 3 t͑ i + i.p + i.a ͒ / ͑r i 2 ͒, where i.p is the total flux of carbon ions and i.a is the total flux of carbon atoms to the ith catalyst nanoparticle from the plasma, is the lattice constant for the CNC, and is the surface density of carbon atoms in the SWCNT wall.
In Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒, scanning electron microscope ͑SEM͒ photos of a typical Ni catalyst pattern deposited on the Si surface and a typical array of CNCs grown on the catalyst pattern are shown. The SEM photo of the CNCs confirms our assumption about their shapes. We have used the experimental catalyst pattern as a model for constructing the catalyst pattern used in the simulation. In Fig. 3͑c͒ , a top view of the entire simulation pattern of the catalyst nanoparticles used in calculations is shown. The size of the simulation domain is 1000ϫ 1000 nm 2 , with 5000 catalyst nanoparticles ͑and hence 5000 nanostructures, i.e., SWCNTs or CNCs, depending on the growth model͒; the list of parameters of the simulation domain is given in Table I . Figure  3͑d͒ shows an enlarged view of a fragment ͑200 ϫ 200 nm 2 ͒ of the simulation domain, with the density of carbon adatoms between the catalyst nanoparticles shown as a gray field. In Fig. 3͑e͒ we show a three-dimensional visualization of the fragment of the Ni catalyst pattern, which illustrates the different sizes of the catalyst nanoparticles, as well as their random positions on the substrate surface.
This simulation domain of the Ni nanoparticles was used for modeling the catalyst saturation and the growth of the carbon nanostructures at the initial stage of carbon deposition. We recall here that our main aim is to study the influence of the plasma parameters on the height uniformity of the nanostructures, which is a very important characteristic of the whole array. Figure 4 shows a three-dimensional visualization of the typical field of adatom density between catalyst nanoparticles on the surface, calculated from the surface diffusion model ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒, with the influx and outflux parameters simulated by the model described above ͑note that the metal catalyst nanoparticles are not shown in this image to provide a clear view of the surface density picture; nevertheless, the positions of the nanoparticles can be identified as the "empty" regions surrounded by the peaks of adatom density͒. As noted above, the carbon influx from the substrate surface, as well as the direct influx of carbon material from the plasma, provides catalyst saturation and the subsequent nucleation and growth of the nanostructures. The direct influx of carbon from the plasma to the catalyst was determined using the Monte Carlo technique on the basis of the model described above. The adatom diffusion was simulated by numerically solving Eq. ͑1͒, and the growth of the nanostructures on catalyst particles was directly simulated. Note that the saturation ͑incubation͒ time for each nanoparticle depends on the specific conditions pertaining to that nanoparticle, i.e., the carbon fluxes to the nanoparticle borders. 
III. RESULTS
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time of the catalyst pattern, i.e., at the time that corresponds to the saturation of the "last-saturated" catalyst nanoparticle. This time corresponds to the nucleation of the "lastnucleated" nanotube; thus, in this case the nanotube array includes a nanotube of zero length. It is clearly apparent that the incubation times strongly decreases ͑from 94 to 6.2 s͒ as the degree of ionization of the carbon flux increases ͑from 0 to 0.95͒.
The shape of the scatter diagram in Fig. 5 has an approximately parabolic appearance, with the maximum value of nanotube length corresponding to a catalyst radius of 3-4 nm. Remarkably, while the upper border is somewhat blurred, the lower border is clearly defined, with no nanotube nucleation in the parameter space below the line. Figure 6 shows the results of similar calculations conducted for a constant deposition time of 250 s ͑i.e., well above the catalyst saturation time͒. In this case, the shape of the scatter diagrams changes drastically. Indeed, the points form a rising curve of exponentlike shape. The thickness of the curve ͑note that the thickness represents the number of nanotubes at corresponding catalyst radius͒ decreases as the catalyst radius increases, i.e., the largest number of nanotubes was formed on catalyst nanoparticles of 1-2 nm in radius. Figure 7 shows the nanotube length distribution for different deposition times and degrees of ionization of the carbon flux. From these graphs it is quite clear that the length distributions are much narrower when the process is conducted under high degrees of ionization.
Similar calculations were made for the growth of CNCs on the same Ni catalyst nanoparticle array. The results of calculations are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 ͑scatter diagrams of nanocone lengths͒ and Fig. 10 ͑the distribution of nanocone lengths͒. Comparing Figs. 8 and 9 with the corresponding graphs for the nanotubes ͑Figs. 5 and 6, respectively͒, one can see major differences. While both graphs for the incubation times ͑Fig. 5 for nanotubes and Fig. 8 for nanocones͒ have an approximately parabolic shape, the maximum nanocone length is achieved for a catalyst radius of 1.5 nm, whereas the longest nanotubes grow on 3.5 nm nanoparticles. Nanocones of length close to the mean value are formed predominantly on the smallest catalyst nanoparticles.
The graphs calculated for the 250 s growth period reveal an even stronger difference between the two cases. Specifically, Fig. 6 ͑for the nanotubes͒ shows an exponential-like curve with the fewest nanotubes being formed on the largest catalyst nanoparticles. In contrast, Fig. 9 , which quantifies the growth of nanocones on the same catalyst pattern under the same deposition conditions, features a near-horizontal strip, with the largest number of nanocones on the smallest catalyst nanoparticles. A horizontal line on a scatter diagram is actually the ideal case, corresponding to nanostructures of the same length formed on all the catalyst nanoparticles ͑of every size͒ throughout the entire pattern. Therefore, we see that the scatter diagram for the nanocones is quite close to this ideal case ͑apart from a noticeable scattering above the line, which indicates the presence of nanocones of greater length͒.
Another interesting feature of the nanocone distribution is the almost empty parameter space below the line. This indicates that the nanocone array is completely free of individual nanostructures with relative length ͑the nanostructure length normalized to the length of the tallest nanostructure͒ 
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Levchenko et al. J. Appl. Phys. 104, 073308 ͑2008͒ less than 0.4. This is clearly noticeable in Fig. 10 , which shows the distributions of nanocone lengths for different deposition times and degrees of ionization of the carbon flux. Furthermore, comparing Figs. 7 and 10, one can clearly see that, in contrast to the nanotube arrays, the nanocone arrays do not include very short nanocones, at least for nonzero deposition time and degree of ionization.
IV. DISCUSSION
We will now discuss and interpret the results of the simulations of catalyst saturation and formation of the nanostructures in plasma-based processes. We recall that our main aim here is to study the initial stage of the nanocone and nanotube formation on Ni catalyst nanoparticle patterns, with the main focus on the nanostructure height uniformity. We will not focus on the specific features and assumptions of the models involved. A detailed description can be found in numerous previous publications ͑see, e.g., modeling of surface processes, 31, 32 and details of the deposition model 27,29 ͒. We first discuss the kinetics of carbon nanotube nucleation on a partially saturated catalyst pattern. The most important observation for the case of nanotubes is the fact that the distribution of nanostructure lengths for a given catalyst nanoparticle radius is much narrower when the deposition process uses a carbon flux with a high degree of ionization. Indeed, as is seen from Fig. 7 , the half-width of the distribution obtained for the carbon flux with degree of ionization =1 is ⌬ 0.5 = 7 nm for the deposition time t dep = 50 s, and ⌬ 0.5 = 4 nm for t dep = 100, but the process conducted at = 0.9 leads to a much wider distribution with ⌬ 0.5 =12 nm and ⌬ 0.5 = 11 nm for t dep = 50 s and 100 s, respectively. For the case of a partially ionized carbon flux ͑ = 0.5͒ the halfwidth reaches ⌬ 0.5 = 14 nm and ⌬ 0.5 = 25 nm for the respective deposition times.
We have shown in our previous work that the use of ionized-gas environments provides a higher simultaneity of catalyst saturation on the surface, in particular, due to the electric-field-induced redistribution of the carbon fluxes. 15, 16 The electric field is directed toward the nanoparticles, particularly the larger ones, and therefore redistributes the carbon flux so it is preferentially deposited on the catalyst nanoparticles, and in particular on the larger nanoparticles, which require more carbon atoms to reach saturation. The electricfield-induced redistribution of carbon fluxes thus results in an increased rate of saturation of larger catalyst nanoparticles, thus contributing to the equalization of the catalyst incubation times throughout the entire catalyst pattern.
In the case of carbon nanotube growth, the electric-fieldinduced redistribution of carbon fluxes additionally affects the subsequent growth of small nanotubes. Clearly the rate of the nanotube growth on catalyst nanoparticles depends mainly on the total flux of carbon supplied from the process environment to the nanoparticles and the nanotubes. Thus, the electric-field-induced redistribution of carbon fluxes slows the growth of nanotubes nucleated on small nanoparticles, which collect lower carbon fluxes from the substrate surface and from the process environment, due to their smaller surface area. At the second stage of nanotube array formation, starting at nanotube nucleation ͑which occurs first on the smallest nanoparticles, since a completely simultaneous incubation of all nanoparticles is impossible even in the plasma-based process͒, the electric-field-induced redistribution of the carbon fluxes facilitates equalization of the nanotube lengths, eventually resulting in the formation of a narrow distribution such as that shown in Fig. 7 .
Let us now consider the nanostructure growth kinetics in more detail. For the incubation times, both nanotubes and nanocones demonstrate parabolalike dispersion curves, with FIG. 8 . ͑Color online͒ Dependence of the CNC length distributions on the radius of the metal catalyst nanoparticles for every nanoparticle in the pattern used in the simulations. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.   FIG. 9 . ͑Color online͒ Same as in Fig. 8 for the deposition time t d = 250 s.
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Levchenko et al. J. Appl. Phys. 104, 073308 ͑2008͒ the longest nanostructures formed on catalyst nanoparticles of radius 3 nm in the case of nanotubes, and 1.5 nm in the case of nanocones; shorter nanostructures develop on catalyst nanoparticles below and above the optimum size. Thereafter, as the deposition process continues, the 'right branch' of the dispersion diagram rises. Then, the nanostructures on larger catalyst nanoparticles grow with higher rates, due to the increased carbon flux collected by the larger nanoparticles. This process is beneficial at the initial stage of growth, since it promotes the equalization of the lengths of the nanostructures within the array. When the carbon flux has a higher degree of ionization, the dispersion of the lengths of nanostructures formed on nanoparticles of the same size ͑this dispersion is due to different conditions of saturation for different nanoparticles of the same size͒ tends to decrease strongly. The nanocones demonstrate an even better height uniformity than the nanotubes, as seen from the dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 9 ͑note the horizontal strip, which means that the lengths of the nanocones formed on all catalyst nanoparticles are the same͒, with a very narrow distribution as seen in Fig. 10 . The plasma-grown arrays of CNCs exhibit higher degree of length uniformity. This is apparent in the SEM image in Fig. 3͑b͒ and also suggested by other experimental work. 33 This effect can be explained in terms of the growth model developed in this work: since the base radius of the nanocones changes during their growth, the rate of length increase depends on the size of the catalyst nanoparticles. In particular, more carbon is required for a given length increase in a nanocone on a large nanoparticle than on a small nanoparticle. This results in relatively lower growth rates of nanocones on large nanoparticles for a given carbon flux; however, this is balanced by the fact that the flux of carbon to the nanocones and nanoparticles of larger radius is greater, particularly when the carbon flux is highly ionized.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have demonstrated that the deposition parameters, and in particular the degree of ionization of the carbon flux, strongly affect the kinetics of nanotube and nanocone nucleation on partially saturated catalyst patterns. The use of the carbon flux with a very high degree of ionization ͑up to 100%͒ allows formation of a nanotube array of very narrow length distribution ͑with a half-width of 7 nm͒ on catalyst nanoparticles of the same radius; similar results were obtained for the carbon nanocone array. As the deposition time increases, the plasma-based process results in nanostructure array growth without widening the length distribution. This is in contrast to the neutral or almost neutral fluxbased processes, which give relatively broad length distributions of the nanostructures for a given nanoparticle radius. 
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